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sweet summer’s morning throwing a fit time

right thing cheese spoon

supply butter broke

young  birds threatening to split avoid a close call

song sprang from the roof top stop

sing raced in the room explain in a flash

a long crooked branch whizzing past my life

reached beautiful empowered

hand broom spirited

gathered together quite eyelash

strike enough taken

band heard role

an audience grew shout teacher

joining if this happens again waiting
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fun better mentor

playing instruments look soul

under the sun a moment to think special

cobblestone chimney circled around opened my mind

few locking eyes deep

houses sink understanding

down spotted love of mankind

offered target secrets

best  seat in town dove in full force shared

while unaware helped

resting drip show

feet off course look towards the future

happened to see large care

through water droplet today
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a wide open window inside words

place tumbling spoke

eggs carnival ride riddle and rhyme

table learned bringing

lessons best clear

light good-bye running

the whole time hug the show

world better around

pointed house biggest

feet on the hill taunt

sights and  sounds crawled happen 

people you meet top of the sill exactly

along velvet-lined box peaked out

day a decorative pin behind
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in my heart waiting trying

myself move in shake

soon turned to observe indeed

part chatter shook up

both halt pushing

convinced word friend

work note to the side

done seemed strange felt

message milk the need to abide

goodness arrived experienced 

serve atmosphere changed intrusions

more than one everyone opening

gazed at the moon stood the refrigerator door

small tear concern set down
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caught her eye on their face spot

tiny voice feel rude to the others

hear something often

sigh place no one spoke out 

sleeping carton abused

felt a slight tug broadcasting loudly lack of response

kitchen listen confused

gift new members stand up

thought to herself know what to do mesmerizing marvel

actions like these appears speaking her mind

endanger follow through always prefer

health watching feel bad

footsteps household need not occur

approach dilemma witnessed
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hall unfold around

the owner decided believe

a quick call take some control fear

a close friend worked out a plan magnificent beauty

extravagant surely a dream

double-tiered reflect not by one . . . but a team

butter cream cake importance turned

tidied the kitchen giving and receiving respect a word of advice

rushing around humming a tune disrespect

made out her list lit up with a smile price

heading to town returned treated

drove off recipe file kindness and care

rants and raves measured each morsel take a stance

behaves stirred with delight treated unfair
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absurd create silence

cried out in distress exciting surprise remark

allowing night followed

this bully changed signaled

create all this stress fixing her hair embark

promise once again grabbed

last blowing hot air cherished and praised

confidence fades thrill glow

the moment flies past normal routine grant hope

so sorry entered the scene in new ways

stretching his legs stared floating past

rally with honor mouths open wide dusted the sky

glimmering flakes all of a sudden recognized

magical clicked act tough
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take steps in his head size

provide saw clearly nothing

chance actions a foolish disguise

flourish with pride brought dread approaching the group

began to explain sat for a while welcomed their friend

insecure feelings disappear bringing

looked on imagine a true happy end

pain accept my apology corner

venture long overdue start new


